Resource 1: Visual Cue Cards

- walk
- look
- good sitting
- sit on the floor
- sit down
- line up
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- Play
- Work time
- Trip/outing
- Circle time
- Tidy
- Assembly
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- toilet
- wash hands
- reading
- choosing time
- cut and stick
- homework
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- my turn
- your turn
- thinking time
- share
- friends
- May I play?
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- **drink**
- **food**
- **lunch**
- **break**
- **put on a coat**
- **take off coat**
Resource 1: **Visual Cue Cards**

- happy
- sad
- angry
- tired
- hungry
- sick
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- worried
- afraid
- hello
- goodbye
- thank you
- please
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- listen
- quiet
- talk
- stop
- wait
- ask
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I know

I don’t know

I want

I don’t want

I forget

I need help
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- **like**
- **don’t like**
- **yes**
- **no**
- **I understand**
- **I don’t understand**
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- thumbs up
- thumbs down
- well done
- stop
- get ready
- go
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- no biting
- no hitting
- no shouting
- no kicking
- time out
- count to 10
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